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Abstract: Wavelet analysis methods (CWT, XWT, WTC) were employed to evaluate the impact of
dominant climatic driving factors on summer precipitation in the Beijing area based on monthly
precipitation data of Beijing ranging from 1880 to 2014. The two climatic driving factors, i.e., the East
Asian summer monsoon (EASM) and the Northern Limit of Western Pacific Subtropical High
(NWPSH) were considered in particular. The relationships between summer precipitation and
EASM/NWPSH were also examined. The results revealed similar periods in low-frequency oscillation
(76–95 years) and mid-range frequency oscillation (32–60 years) for the summer precipitation in the
Beijing area and EASM/NWPSH. The summer precipitation correlated positively with the NWPSH
and EASM, especially for periods of 43 years and 33 years, respectively. This indicates that summer
precipitation during 1880–1960 and during the years after 1960 was significantly affected by NWPSH
and EASM, respectively. Based on the periodic change of 33 years for both summer precipitation
and EASM, heavy precipitation can be expected to occur again in Beijing at approximately 2026.
Understanding the relationships between summer precipitation and climatic factors is of significant
importance for precipitation predictions and water resource variations in the Beijing area.
Keywords: precipitation; EASM; NWPSH; wavelet analysis; Beijing

1. Introduction
The impact of climatic factors on the regional hydrological process has been paid close attention
to by meteorologists and hydrologists [1–5]. As a major aspect of the water circulation system,
spatial-temporal distribution of regional precipitation is inevitably affected by climatic factors;
thus further inducing a series of hydrologic disasters, including drought and flood [6–8]. Therefore,
the investigation of climatic factors affecting regional precipitation is of vital significance for the
prevention of natural disasters and for regional water resources allocation.
Considerable research has been written outlining the influence of climatic factors on the regional
precipitation [1,9–12]. For instance, the monsoon circulations were often considered as the primary
driver in the variability of regional summer precipitation over the world [13–17]. The North American
monsoon (NAM) contributes to one-half of the annual precipitation in the southwestern United
States [18]. Moreover, Lahmers et al. [19] found that the presence of transient inverted troughs is
associated with extreme precipitation over the southwestern contiguous United States during the early
monsoon season. Djebou [20] investigated the precipitation alterations over the Niger River basin in
West Africa. He found that the precipitation in the basin is primarily controlled by the West African
monsoon circulation, for which the local vapor accounts for 27% of the annual precipitation. Previous
studies indicated that the monsoon circulations play a role in the regional summer precipitation.
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Typical continental monsoon climate prevails in Beijing as the political, economic, and cultural
center of China, which is located in the North China [21–24]. The East Asian summer monsoon
(EASM) strongly affects the precipitation of this area. The stronger summer monsoon can easily carry
large amounts of vapor into the northern inland of China (including North China), which in turn
increases the precipitation, and vice versa [25–28]. As an important aspect of atmospheric circulation,
the Western Pacific Subtropical High (WPSH) is one of the permanent large-scale circulation systems,
controlling the weather and climate of tropical and subtropical regions. Downdraft prevails in the
subtropical high control area with low precipitation, high temperature, and drought, while intense
convection leads to more precipitation in the marginal area. Therefore, the activity of WPSH is closely
related to the climate of China [29]. The vapor current is effortlessly transported into North China
when the ridge line and northern limit position of subtropical high are more north and maintain an
anticyclonic flow. As an important aspect of this particular climate system, EASM has perceptibly
changed during the past few decades, resulting in a significant variation of summer precipitation
in the Beijing area. However, the precipitation variation demonstrates some deviation due to the
differences in advance and retreat time, strength, and influence scope of WPSH. Recently, a significant
research effort has been devoted to the spatial-temporal variation of precipitation in the Beijing area
and its response to the EASM and the WPSH [30–34]. The inter-annual and inter-decadal variations
of precipitation in the Beijing area are apparent. The precipitation amount during the 21st century
decreased by 100 mm compared to those during the 1990s [35]. Li et al. [36,37] investigated the
periodic variation of precipitation in the Beijing area at multi-timescales employing wavelet analysis.
The acquired results indicated that the time series of precipitation with 286 years for the Beijing
area demonstrated significant periodic variations in 85 years, 35 years, and 21 years. Additionally,
the precipitation in spring, summer, autumn, and winter corresponded to a strong periodic variation
of 30–170 years, 80–95 years, 75–95 years, and 55–66 years, respectively. The EASM was considered to
be the key climatic factor, affecting the inter-decadal variation of summer precipitation of the Beijing
area [28]. Zhu et al. [38] studied the inter-decadal oscillation of summer precipitation in the Beijing area
and its correlation with EASM and the results indicated that the summer precipitation of the Beijing
area correlated positively with the EASM index (EASMI), especially in the 80-year oscillation period.
However, a further study performed by Gao et al. [39] denoted that the relationship between summer
precipitation of North China and the subtropical high transformed from a weak negative correlation to
a strong positive correlation since the 1990s, caused a change in relationship from positive correlation
to negative correlation between summer precipitation and EASM. These previous studies demonstrate
that precipitation in the Beijing area changed significantly during inter-annual and inter-decadal time
scales, which is affected by the EASM and WPSH.
However, the majority of these studies focused on periodic variations of precipitation in Beijing
or North China, while the impact of dominant climatic driving factors on the precipitation at
multi-timescales was less investigated [40]. Moreover, it should be noted that the investigation and
distinguishing of dominant driving factors on summer precipitation during different periods would
be of great significance for a correction of periodic variation of precipitation and for the prediction
of future water resources. Therefore, based on the integrated summer precipitation data (June to
September) during 135 years (1880–2014) of the Beijing area, the present study analyzed periodic
variations of the summer precipitation and EASM/NWPSH (the Northern Limit of Western Pacific
Subtropical High) using continuous wavelet transformation (CWT). Subsequently, the cross wavelet
transform (XWT) was employed to investigate prospective correlations between precipitation and
EASM/NWPSH, the intimacy of which was further quantified by wavelet coherence analysis (WTC).
Finally, the intimacy was utilized to analyze the periodic driving rules of dominant driving factors on
precipitation during different periods.
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The precipitation data from 1880 to 2014, which was observed with modern instrumentation,
was acquired from the Beijing Meteorological Station. Currently, many studies [35–37] have been
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was acquired from the Beijing Meteorological Station. Currently, many studies [35–37] have been
devoted to the data to analyze the variation of the precipitation in the Beijing area. Given that the
impact of EASM on the precipitation lags one month, the present study employed the sum amount of
precipitation during June to September as the summer precipitation.
3.1.2. Index of EASM

This study adopts the EASMI defined by Guo [41]. Many indices have been proposed to quantify
the EASM [42–44]. Among these indices, the EASMI defined by Guo [41] is based on the formative
mechanism of the EASM and calculated as the difference of the monthly average air pressure during
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the summer season (June, July, and August) at sea level between the Asian Continent (110◦ E) and
the Pacific Ocean (160◦ E) in the range of 10◦ –50◦ N. The procedures of EASMI calculation can be
accessed via Guo [41]. The EASMI during 1880–2000 was quoted from the data, which Guo presented
in reference [45]. The 6 h sea-level pressure (SLP) data of the Northern Hemisphere during the
period of 2001–2014 provided by National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) (available online: http://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds090.0/,
with a horizontal resolution of 0.25◦ ), as well as the calculation method, which Guo [41] referred to in
reference were employed to arrive at an average EASMI of July to August during 2001–2014.
3.1.3. Northern Limit of West Pacific Subtropical High
NWPSH during 120 years (1880–1999) that was utilized in the present study was derived from
the indicator calculated by Mu [46], as shown in reference [46].
3.2. Method
Despite being a newly developed mathematical method, the wavelet method has significant
advantages compared to other analytical methods in terms of multi-resolution, localization,
and multi-level factors [47,48]. Recently, many studies [49–51] have been devoted to this method for
hydro-meteorological research, producing a string of scientific achievements, especially in multiple-scale
climate diagnosis studies [52–56].
3.2.1. Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT)
The CWT analysis employs wavelet functions to expand the time series into the time-frequency
space to ultimately find its localized intermittent periodicities [57]. The wavelet functions are a
class of functions with zero means localized in both frequency and time. Different types of wavelet
functions can be utilized in the CWT analysis. Among these, the Morlet wavelet function can provide
reasonable localization in both time and frequency space, and was therefore adopted in the present
study. The Morlet wavelet function can be expressed as [53]:
ψ0 (η ) = π −1/4 eiw0 η e−1/2η

2

(1)

where ψ0 (η) denotes the wavelet function; η = dimensionless time; and w0 = dimensionless frequency.
In the present study, w0 = 6 was adopted. Given a discrete time series of observation s = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sn },
the CWT analysis of s can be expressed as:
Wnx (s)

N −1

=

∑

n 0 =0

xn ψ

∗



(n0 − n)δt
s


(2)

where Wnx (s) denotes the wavelet coefficient, n = localized time index; N = the number of observations;
s = wavelet scale; δt = sampling period; N = number of points in the time series, and the asterisk (*)
indicates the complex conjugate. |Wnx (s)|2 is defined as the wavelet power.
3.2.2. Cross Wavelet Transform (XWT)
XWT is a new statistical signal approach that combines with the CWT and the cross spectra
analysis, which is utilized to investigate the correlation of two time series in multi-timescales from the
time-frequency domain [53].
The XWT of two time series X and Y is defined as WnXY (s) = WnX (s)WnY ∗ (s). The cross wavelet
power is defined as |WnXY (s)| and indicates the common high power area. The higher the value of
|WnXY (s)| in the areas, the more significant the correlation of two time series will be.
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The theoretical distribution of the cross wavelet power of two time series with background power
spectra PkX and PkY is given in Torrence and Compo [58] as:
q
WnX (s)WnY ∗ (s)
Zv ( P)
=
PkX PkY
σX σY
v

(3)

where σX , σY denote the standard deviation of two time series X and Y, respectively. Zν (p) is the
confidence level associated with the probability p for a probability density function (pdf) defined via
the square root of the product of two χ2 distributions. The 5% significance level is calculated using
Z2 (95%) = 3.999 [53].
The complex XWT angle indicates the local relative phase relationship of two time series in the
time-frequency domain. In the XWT method, the circular mean of the phase over regions with higher
than 5% statistical significance, which is outside the cone of influence (COI), was used to quantify the
phase relationship. The circular mean is defined as:
α = arg( X, Y ); X =

n

n

i =1

i =1

∑ cos(αi ); Y = ∑ sin(αi )

(4)

In the Cross Wavelet Spectrum, the relative phase relationship of two time series is displayed with
arrows. The arrows point down and up, when the Y–time series lead 1/4 and 3/4 periods ahead of
time series X, respectively. However, the arrows point left (anti-phase) and right (in-phase), when the
Y–time series lead the X–time series by 1/2 and 1 period, respectively.
3.2.3. Wavelet Coherency (WTC)
The WTC is used to evaluate the level of coherence of the cross wavelet transform in the time
frequency space. The two time series can also indicate a significant correlation in the WTC spectrum,
even though it exits in low common power areas for two time series in the XWT spectrum [56].
The WTC is defined as:
2
S s−1 WnXY (s)

(5)
R2n (s) = 
2
2
S s−1 |WnX (s)| × s−1 |WnY (s)|
where S is a smoothing operator in the time frequency space. A Monte Carlo approach was utilized
with a red noise to compute the statistical significance of the correlation [59].
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Variation of Summer Precipitation and EASMI/NWPSH at Multi-Timescales
Figure 2 illustrates the continuous wavelet transformation spectrum and whole wavelet spectrum
of Beijing precipitation, EASMI, and NWPSH. The periodic signals in the time-frequency domain show
distinct differences for the precipitation and EASMI/NWPSH at different time scales, while a main
period oscillation exists within the time series. The CWT analysis may suffer from edge effects because
of an incomplete localization in time. Therefore, the COI was depicted in Figure 2 to indicate the region
where edge effects can be neglected.
The wavelet spectrum of EASMI shows a considerable amount of high power in the approximately
80-year band spread through the study periods, and the center of oscillation occurred around the 1970s.
A less significant power resided over the 40 to 50 year band from 1880 to 1960, with an oscillation
center at 1910, while the oscillation gradually weakened after 1960 (Figure 2a). Guo [45] also found
that the EASM oscillates with two long-term periods of approximately 40 years and 80 years, which is
consistent with the results of the present study. Although a 128-year band showed significant high
power during the whole study period, it cannot be assessed due to the limited length of the data record
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(142 years). In addition, decadal oscillations at 16 years and 25 years are seen during the periods of
1950–1980 and 1880–1990, respectively.
The wavelet spectrum of NWPSH is shown in Figure 2b. The most pronounced variability within
the wavelet power spectrum for the NWPSH was observed during the periodicity band of 40 years
8, 44
6 of 13
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4.2. Time-Frequency Analysis of Precipitation and EASMI/NWPSH
The XWT was performed in order to identify the relationships between precipitation and the
EASMI/NWPSH (Figure 3). The common power features indicate a similar periodic variation between
two signals, and the directions of arrows in the time-frequency domain denote phase relations of
both signals.
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4.3. Intimacy Analysis of the Correlation between Precipitation and EASMI/NWPSH
CWT and XWT were employed to investigate the common properties between two time series;
however, these cannot quantify the correlation between two variables. Therefore, the WTC was
employed to quantify the intimacy of the correlation between precipitation in the Beijing area and the
EASMI/NWPSH.
The wavelet coherence results between precipitation and the EASMI/NWPSH are shown in
Figure 4. The
WTC2017,
between
the EASMI and the precipitation in the Beijing area 8shows
common
Atmosphere
8, 44
of 13
significant regions during 1960–2014 in the 28–35 year period valued as high as 0.8, and the results
4.3. Intimacy Analysis of the Correlation between Precipitation and EASMI/NWPSH
were significant at the 95% confidence level. The arrows pointing right in the common regions during
CWT and XWT were employed to investigate the common properties between two time series;
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the
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area; i.e., the precipitation may reflect EASM-like variability during this period. In the high frequency
The wavelet coherence results between precipitation and the EASMI/NWPSH are shown in
oscillation, the precipitation
is also closely related to the EASM at an average of 0.8 in the inter-annual
Figure 4. The WTC between the EASMI and the precipitation in the Beijing area shows common
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The WTC results between NWPSH and the precipitation
in theright
Beijing
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during the 28–35 year period indicate a significantly positive relation. This suggests that a pattern
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4.4. Relationship between EAMSI/NWPSH and the Precipitation at Inter-Decadal Time Scale
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the Beijing
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of Morlet wavelet coefficients in the period of 1880–2014 for EASMI/precipitation and 1880–1999
for NWPSH/precipitation, as shown in Figure 5a. The time series of Morlet wavelet coefficients
are defined as the oscillation components of precipitation and EASMI/NWPSH at ~33 year and
~43 year timescales. In addition, the time series of precipitation and EASMI/NWPSH are also shown
in Figure 5c,d.
The ~33 year oscillation component of the precipitation in the Beijing area corresponds positively
Atmosphere 2017, 8, 44
9 of 13
to the ~33 year
component of EASM (Figure 5a) from 1930 to 2014. This revealed that
the summer
precipitationMorlet
in the
Beijing
area was
when
the EASMI was
wavelet
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for EASMI/precipitation
and higher,
1880–1999and
for vice versa.
as shown
Figure 5a. The time
series
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are time
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summer
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positively with that of the NWPSH (Figure 5b) from 1880 to 1960. This revealed that the precipitation
the Beijing area.
However, the correlation between precipitation and NWPSH gradually weakened
in the Beijing area is closely related to the NWPSH at a ~43 year time scale. The positive relation
after 1960, and
the signal
precipitation
during
period
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in
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However,
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between
precipitation
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the EASMI

In addition to EASM and WPSH, the pacific decadal oscillation (PDO) and El Niño-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) also affect the climate of China. These were considered to be closely related to

In addition to EASM and WPSH, the pacific decadal oscillation (PDO) and El Niño-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) also affect the climate of China. These were considered to be closely related to
the summer precipitation of the Yangtze River basin and the Huaihe River basin of China [63,64].
Moreover, ENSO also related to the anomaly of inter-annual precipitation of North China [65]. As a
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major aspect of the global climatic system, PDO also significantly influences the climate change of the
Pacific Rim. A previous study [66] reported that the negative phase pattern of PDO has transformed
into a positive phase pattern since the mid-1970s. The phase transition of PDO weakened the intensity
of EASM by affecting the circulation system of EASM, which in turn resulted in less precipitation in
North China. Nevertheless, given the direct and dominating impact of the circulation systems of EASM
and WPSH on the climate of East China, only these two main climatic driving factors were analyzed
in the present study. The results indicate that the precipitation in Beijing was linked to the variation
of EASMI/NWPSH at both high and low frequency time scales. The positive relationship between
precipitation in the Beijing area and EAMSI/NWPSH was significant at time scales of ~33 years and
~43 years, respectively (i.e., stronger EASM and WPSH closer to the North could introduce larger
amounts of precipitation to the Beijing area). However, the correlation between NWPSH and summer
precipitation of Beijing gradually weakened subsequent to 1960, while EASM still exerted a strong
impact on precipitation. This could be the forecasted climatic factor for the prediction of precipitation
and water resources in the Beijing area.
However, non-climatic elements also have impacts on the summer precipitation over Beijing
area in spatial terms. The expanded urban land cover and increased aerosols of the Greater Beijing
Metropolitan Area restrained the precipitation processes, leading to suppressed convection and
rainfall over the northwest area, and enhanced convection and more precipitation in the southeast
region [67,68]. Influenced by the topography, annual precipitation of the plain area of Beijing area is
more than that of the mountainous area [35].
5. Conclusions
The present study investigated the correlation between precipitation in the Beijing area and
EASM/NWPSH using comprehensive wavelet analysis methods, while further analyzing the impacts
of EASM/NWPSH on summer precipitation during different periods. The main conclusions are listed
as follows:
(1)

(2)

The most pronounced periodic variation of precipitation in the Beijing area was observed during
the periodicity band of 80–95 years through the entire study period. The less significant period
resided over a 32–60 year band spread from 1880 to 2014. Two main periodic oscillations
were detected for the EASMI. The most pronounced period at 76–90 year time scales oscillates
through the entire study period, with a less significant period at ~45 year time scales from 1880
to 1960. The significant periods oscillate at ~38 year and ~80 year time scales through the entire
study period.
The correlations between summer precipitation in the Beijing area and EASMI/NWPSH at
high-frequency were higher compared to those of low-frequency. The most pronounced positive
correlation between precipitation and NWPSH was seen in the ~43 year period from 1880
to 1960. Furthermore, the correlation gradually weakened during this periodic scale after 1960.
The positive correlation between precipitation and EASM was most significant at a time scale of
~33 years, which sustained from 1960 until the present day. A further heavy precipitation period
in the Beijing area was predicted to occur at approximately 2026.

While the current research evaluated the correlation of the EASM and NWPSH with precipitation
in the Beijing area, future research efforts should include other oceanic-atmospheric patterns (the PDO
and ENSO) and non-climatic factors (urbanization effect and terrain effect). Moreover, a longer study
period would be desirable to further investigate changing periodicities.
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